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The early years. ringo was born richard starkey on 7 july 1940, at 9 madryn street in the dingle area of
liverpool. his parents split up when he was three, and his mother elsie remarried a man called harry graves.Sir
richard starkey mbe (born 7 july 1940), known professionally as ringo starr, is an english musician, singer,
songwriter and actor who gained worldwide fame as the drummer for the beatles.Keith moon really enjoyed
his fame. he was wild and partied a lot, destroying hotel rooms and drums in the process. but he was also one
of the best drummers in the business, one that also paid the high price of an early death due to his
excesses.Released on the paperback writer single, rain is considered by many beatles fans to be their finest
b-side. much like revolver's i'm only sleeping, rain found the band exploring lsd-influenced notions of
detachment from the real world.John winston ono lennon mbe (9 october 1940 – 8 december 1980) was an
english singer, songwriter, and peace activist who co-founded the beatles, the most commercially successful
band in the history of popular music.Coming out in the '80's with a companion book, this was the first
meaningful beatles documentary, apres le deluge, as it were. in a short two hours, one is treated to the story of
the beatles, with photos, music, interviews (boy, did billy j. kramer get cuter later on!) and first-person
recollections.John lennon, in full john winston ono lennon, (born october 9, 1940, liverpool, england—died
december 8, 1980, new york, new york, u.s.), leader or coleader of the british rock group the beatles, author
and graphic artist, solo recording artist, and collaborator with yoko ono on recordings and other art
projects.Misery (lennon/mccartney) john 1980: "it was kind of a john song, more than a paul song but it was
written together." paul 1988: "john and i were a songwriting team, and what songwriting teams did in those
days was wrote for everyone.
John hoyt was born on october 5, 1905 in bronxville, new york, usa as john mcarthur hoysradt. he was an actor
and writer, known for spartacus (1960), when worlds collide (1951) and attack of the puppet people
(1958).[how john wants to be remembered] just as a guy who was interested in the golden thread that
intertwines all of us together. you know, that golden thread that goes through me and you, and the cameraman,
and all the people out there and back through nancy.Martin shkreli’s blog. my thoughts on biopharma and
other topics like my friendship with my best friend mo she is seriously the best and i love her dog ringo i do
not compare to him at allYes john lennon was a killer. he killed stu sutcliffe by hitting him over the head with
his guitar. people tried to persuede stu to get immediate treatment and/or prosecute but he didn’t.
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